
Front Entrance Sign at Hoffmeyer Hall
This year alone, I had two inquiries about the “new” entrance sign that replaced
the large “monument” entrance sign. The questions were: What do the metal
beams represent and were the original bricks from the old sign used in building
the base of the new sign.

The original brick structure sign was designed by NCSD teacher Anne Starrett
and presented to NCSD as a gift from the Class of I962. The structure was from
proceeds of the Canteen Fund that NCSD Class of I962 spearheaded as a
fundraising project. In 1974, the sign was torn down to make room for the
widening of Fleming Drive and the location of new sign was pushed back towards
Hoffmeyer Hall. The new sign was redesigned with steel beams and round brick
base with state funds. Because the original sign was on state property, the state
had the responsibility of relocating signage. So for economic reasons, it was
“cost effective” to redesign and build by the state engineering department in
conjunction with NC Dept. of Transportation (NCDOT). Relocating the original
sign would require labor extensive work which would obviously be more
expensive.

However, the original aluminum letterings were reused on the steel beams as it is
still to this day. Bill Simpson has on several occasions mentioned that bricks on
the base of the 1974 sign were reused from the original sign.

Most of this research was resourced from Jimmy Autry’s findings in the I962 & I974 issues of The
North Carolinian respectively. Bill Simpson’s comments on the bricks was found in an email and
text files conversations with members of the Morganton community that I had archived and re-
verified for this article - Lester Latkowski
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